WŁADYSŁAW PAWLICKI1 TO HELENA MODRZEJEWSKA2

San Francisco
24 May 1906
Respected and Very Gracious Benefactress,
On behalf of my wife, who is still extremely busy and nervous, I take up my pen to express
to Your Gracious Ladyship, in both of our
names, the deepest gratitude for Your warm
sympathy in the misfortune3 which so
19 April 1906 Marin Journal:
SAN FRANCISCO FIRE AND EARTHQUAKE
unexpectedly befell us, along with others.
Pan Rudolf,4 who, while passing through San Francisco, graciously deigned to visit us, must
certainly have given Your Gracious Ladyship a detailed description of everything that either
he saw himself or which was described to him by actual witnesses of the terrible, elemental
catastrophe of the 18th, 19th and 20th of April, -- the repetition of which things I need not
bore You with, and which, were it possible, ought to be quickly forgotten, but I hasten to
ease Your uncertainty about the fate of persons well known to us. So continuing, in relation
to Rev. (John J.) Prendergast[:]5
Nothing happened to him either in the course of
those terrible days of affliction [1906 Fire and
Earthquake] and, relative to what most concerns
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him today, what's to come of the Cathedral, of
the school, which owing to the fire after the earthquake, is now losing most of its
parishioners, who are rapidly leaving the environs of Van Ness Avenue, which is
transforming itself into a commercial street. As formerly, every time he meets with us – his
first question is: Have you heard from Madame Modjeska? Pani [Mary A.] Tobin6 after the
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See: http://www.polishclubsf.org/Pawlicki.pdf
See: http://culture.pl/en/artist/helena-modrzejewska-modjeska
3 The fire and earthquake in San Francisco, 18 April 1906; see: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1906_San_Francisco_earthquake;
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Ralph Modjeski; Pan and Pani are Polish titles of respect, and are roughly equivalent to Sir and Ma’am.
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In 1872 Father John J. Prendergast and Lizzie Armer founded the Sisters of the Holy Family in San Francisco, California.
Prendergast officiated for a time at St. Mary’s Cathedral on Van Ness Avenue in San Francisco. See: http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgibin/cdnc?a=d&d=SFC19080816.2.128&dliv=none&e=-------en--20--1--txt-txIN--------1;
http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=d&d=SFC19060129.2.63&dliv=none&e=-------en--20--1--txt-txIN--------1
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Wife of Richard Tobin and mother of Richard M. Tobin; see: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_M._Tobin
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fire, in which she lost her house and everything in it, moved in with her daughter,
Pani Cecilia Clark, in Menlo Park.7
We read in the newspapers that she is soon to
begin building a new house on the site of the old
one [see footnote 7]. I heard nothing at all about
her having been sick. – Pani [Theresa Doyle]
Casserly8 still enjoys good health. Your Gracious
Ladyship might therefore write to Miss Margaret
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[Casserly] without exposing yourself to
uncertainty. It's been quite a while since we've seen either Pani Casserly or her daughter.
Leaving San Francisco is something we can't even dream about today. So many things still
remain to be taken care of.
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With all of this do, both of us most cordially thank Your Gracious Ladyship for the
invitations, which under other circumstances we would not fail with the greatest willingness
to avail ourselves of. What further plans do You have for the future? Is it not better to rest
for a while at some secluded place in America, where greater clarity and peace are to be
had, than off in Europe? My dreams of visiting Poland have similarly passed away forever.
"One must yield" – as Captain Bielawski9 was wont to say. May perpetual Light shine upon
him.10
Has Your Ladyship been informed that last week our worthy Bryan Clinch11 joined his
ancestors? As I heard it, he was found unconscious on a street in Oakland and carried to the
Sisters of Providence Hospital, where he soon gave up the ghost. – He was buried in
Santa Clara last Monday, next to his old
friend Dr. O'Brien.12 This death touched
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me very strongly! I'm sure that Pan Karol will also feel his loss. – So it goes, one after
another, our old friends and acquaintances leave this world!
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http://research.omicsgroup.org/index.php/Charles_W._Clark_(businessman)
Tobin/Clark Estate: http://www.sothebys.com/en/news-video/blogs/all-blogs/extraordinary-properties/2013/04/peerless-tobinclark-estate-video-tour.html
8 Mrs. Casserly (wife of Senator Eugene Casserly) was a wealthy society woman, as was Mary A. Tobin; Mrs. Casserly died on the
30th of January 1911; See: Eugene Casserly: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eugene_Casserly
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Bielawski died in 1905; see: http://www.PolishClubSF.org/Bielawski.pdf
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Catholic refrain for the dead
11
Bryan James Clinch, contractor and prominent architect; died 17 May 1906; buried at the Santa Clara Mission Cemetery,
Varsi Chapel, Space 63F, 490 Lincoln St., Santa Clara, CA (Alameda County)
12
Not yet identified by us

After much running about, and various kinds of difficulties, we at last succeeded in finding
a house on Sacramento Street;13 not far
from Fillmore – which currently bears
City Directory, San Francisco (Ladislaus = Władysław)
the heaviest traffic, - we moved in a
couple days ago, but the inside is greatly disordered.
Repeating once again our most cordial thanks for graciously remembering us, and for your
kind-hearted sympathy, we send to both of You expressions of respect and friendship with
which we remain constantly yours,
Helena [Ellen] and Władysław Pawlicki
We send regards to Pan Rudolf14 if he's still at the rancho.15
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SOURCE:
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Letter number 31 (Modrzejewska correspondence), generously provided by Professors Emil Orzechowski and
Alicja Kędziora, Jagiellonian University, Kraków, Poland.
Translated from a Polish transcription (A. Kędziora) by Bob Lamming, with Elżbieta Kieszczyńska (Clifton,
New Jersey), and edited by Maureen Mroczek Morris (San Francisco) with Roman Włodek (Kraków) and
Lynn Ludlow (San Francisco). Translation commissioned by Maureen Mroczek Morris.
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2709 Sacramento Street, San Francisco
Ralph Modjeski, son of Helena Modjeska
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“Arden” – the estate (ranch) of Madame Modjeska in Orange County, southern California
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